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Abstract 

--I.tlzis papcr~_e..lbtwtml:.review five of~ Sokoloff and .Ronald 
.J~ ~~~
 

Thornton's Interactive~ct~monstrationsri~ IttiIi~orce and energy) i'
 

'b'~ . . h . I' C< I f25 Ny,j,.1) /;-5 Ph .descri ~ my experiences usmg t ese materia s m Jf!lY' c ass 0 / ( egents ysics. 

In general I find that the labs offer good support to th~ 

curriculum which I currently use to teach mechanics. Students experiencing the 

demonstrations had high percentages achieving Mastery level on the NYS Regents 

Physics final exam. 

Acknowledgement: This manuscript addressed requirements for PHY 690: Master's 
S:1~ ~~r 'D.,-r "'~J::$'~ 

Froject at SUNY-Buffalo State College. My students in the 2004-2006 Regents Physics 

course provided comments informing this manuscript. 
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~U 
I am a teacher of high school ph w York State,JPd 

C8 """7(.V'-~ Cl~ 
and my students ~~~ERJ!~~~~.~_~~_~" the st te Regents Physic 

curriculum. My school district is small and rural. The average graduating class size is 

about 100 students. Roughly 20% of the senior class is enrolled in physics. Most of these 

students are going on to further education after high school. 

.{';-t Because we have prerequisites in place, the physics students in my district have a 

r7~:J Gng math background.Despite their ability in math, the students sometimes face 

difficulties dealing with underlying concepts of the subject. They have had no formal 

exposure to the use of technology in the classroom with the exception of calculators and 

word processors. Because of this shortcoming, helping students uncover the concepts 

studied in the physics classroom can be challenging. In an effort to overcome this 

difference between the ' plug and chug' mentality and deeper conceptual understanding 

for students I am teaching using thCc'7!lJheOry of'4cS Instruction as developed 

by David Hestenes and colleagues. /l . ? f1J7J I?J 
The idea of using ~resentation~r.ver content is stress~ , 

throughout the modeling curriculum. The practical classroom application of this allows 

more students access to the content. Integrating several different ways to represent 
c 

information and core concepts to students is the~~~ty of 

individual learning styles and providing the greatest nwnber of students with a good 
=

conceptual understandinQ -I-
~ C;6u 
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In the article Promoting Active Learning Using the Results ofPhysics Education 

Research, by Laws, Sokoloff and Thornton, micro computers and probe ware are 

described as a method to create an active learning environment in a large lecture format, 

The labs were performed in calculus-based college physics classes in five universities, 

but the activities themselves do not rely upon equations and are therefore within the 

capabilities of high school students. The Laws article also suggested that there is 

evidence that active learning methods work well in many different environments. 

Because the Modeling Theory ofPhysics Instruction relies in part on the 

use of micro computers it seemed that the Interactive lecture demonstrations 

could supplement the modeling curriculum in a high school classroom. 

David Sokoloff and Ronald Thornton's Interactive Lecture Demonstrations (ILD) 

offer a route to expand the curriculum to accommodate a technology with which my 

students are unfamiliar. ILDs allow a structured environment to elicit student pre

conceptions, present data with a different graphic model , and introduce new technology 

to the students. 

~lDj 0 
Interactiv ct s are relatively simple activities to pcrfonn. The ~/ 

demonstrations always begin with simple descriptions of both the apparatus and student I I ~ ? 
6h"5ef'OC:(5? , f e?. e}.>- e <: 

expectations. Students are pa:il:ilive participa.qts as the instructor performs several 

scenarios in each session. The scenarios all follow the same format, making for a f-fi-t 
~/i ~ streamlined process, once students and teachers have become accustomed to the u-
';7~protocols. 

After the students have been shown the apparatus (motion sensor, force probe, 

data logger , fan carts, track, and pulley) a specific type of motion is demonstrated and 
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each student makes graphic predictions. These predictions are qualitative only and begin 

with simple position versus time graphs, but evolve to include velocity versus time 

graphs, acceleration versus time graphs and force versus time graphs. 

Student knowledge is always el_ic_it_e_d.....a-:;;ft""'e_r ing each specific demons alion. q ~J' 
They are asked to lQrLS.:.:-..sl1J~-;-tmce the students complete ther 

prediction for a specific demonstration, they are shown the demo again, with all
 

electronic data collection active. Real-t~~he datu students were as~d to Q ?
 
.v' 

predict is generated. The class is then asked to discuss briefly any differences between 

~ervedpatterns. Students then fill in correct versions of the graphs on the 

" results" sheet. {Ev- L. /c; ss de""~ 5 b-: T l ~ 
J$cf.c;. i ,.J~ v.e ()Jr Ie,~..-;-sz-

Each ILD lab is a collection of four or five related scenanos whIch are aesigJeCl ~ -J.--,
C/ ~ 

to incrementally challenge student pre-conceptions through this method of elicitation and 

rapid feedba:*cf. ..} ~ I L.];>, :::> -f'" Lkt u; 
In the fir~dents are introduced to the basic sensor hardware and the '}:L1)s
 

software. This is an excellent introduction to the capabilities of the apparatus. The first
 J,r 
motion is so simple the nearly all the students are able to accurately predict the graph. ~ 
Once they see the graph, they become confident that the device is recording an accurate 

n. In later more complex motions, when student predictions do not .

predictions.

ch the collected results, they trust the equipment rather than argue for their incorrect 

n motion cart, fan unit, and track set up. The second ILD introduce -~ p,.ll-

This lab is effective at introducing gravity as a source of acceleration. 
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The third ILD introduces a pulley, string, and mass set-up to provide the cart with 

acceleration and the force probe. The probe is attached to the cart and the string is tied to 

the hook on the force probe. The string runs over the pulley and the mass hangs freely. It 

is apparent to students in this activity that the mass is somehow acting on the cart 

although it is not immediately apparent to students that gravity is the responsible force 

acting on the mass. 

ILD four uses two force probes and two carts or two probes and two blocks. The 

lab is designed to illustrate Newton's third law. This lab is different in that it does not ask 

students to draw graphic predictions. Students are asked to compare what graphs would 

look like verbally only. 

The final ILD I explored was a return of the cart on the ramp using only the 

motion detector. It introduces the idea of energy. It treats both kinetic and potential 

energy. 

In all cases students were asked to make predictions. In all cases students were 

also shown the actual graphs created by the probe ware . In all cases they transferred 

corrected graphical representation of observations onto results sheets. 

I examined.two different types of hardware and software to deliver the ILD 
VI] &.u.. 

content. I used Vernier and both Pasco hardware with its accompanying software. oth 

.--== ~-=~ 
sets of materials introduced stUde11tSOI1ew technology which they had not previously 

encountered. Hardware used included motion sensors, force probes, data loggers, fan 

carts, tracks and pulleys. The software was real-time data plot software Logger Pro from 

Vernier and PASCO Data Studio 3. 
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The materials required for ILDs are reasonable for teachers in smaller districts 

with budget concerns. ILDs use a single set of hardware and software which costs about 

500 dollars. The cost of running similar activities in small lab groups would be 500 J! 
~-Pvv~

dollars per lab group. This does not include the cost of computers. 

The first year I performed ILDs there was only a single lab class. The second ~ eLl 
V1'l,..~TL1) ~ 

I had two lab groups, and could administer an alternative set of labs to~ second group. ~ J.. I. 
~7lVr ~-Ie.,~f.' j);c! t vs~ /r ;{~ 

The second group was shown parallel activities and allowed to operate the probe ware , ~ s. 
'

instead of watching me operate it. The second group was not given the prediction/result 

sheets and there was no elicitation. Students in the second group were asked to generate 

graphs of the parallel activities themselves. The second group could not overcome their 

unfamiliarity with the hardware and associated software. Most of my students have never 
f/I!c.(s~e.'7 "....----------~
 

~/5 ~ used ~preadsheets. I do introduce them to spreadsheets early in anticipation of the
 
(~tJ/~
 

r7€ ~ ~ usefulness in creating graphic models throughout the course. However, many students in 
(k' 1) '/ 

v')'l I L ~he second group remained uncomfortable with spreadsheets. Students who did 

experience ILDs were much more comfortable in developing their own graphs from 

spreadsheet data in later activities. Students who participated in ILDs became more adept 

at graph creation and were more li~ly to incorporate theilrphical representations into 

) l_e-' -re£ I/l / . k J. f1.r 
their lab work in subsequent umts. ~eerhed to be fos eretfor the rD group through 

a careful construction of the connections between the observations and the models which 

described them. For each new idea explored, these steps are followed; eliciting their 

preconceptions, making observations, recoding data, discussing the results, and 

ultimately incorporating some model to describe the phenomena. 
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J experienced no significant differences in the qnality and ability of the PASC~ JJA /'~ 
~- -_- ----_----;~l/L 

and Vernier devices. The ra~es, sensitivities, and sample rates of both are adequate for 
eIf I.'.l1
~' 

c=A0th offer very similar capabilities, with only minor differences. 

~ L\J5!BOth Vernier and PASCO motion sensors experienced some problems with ~ 

'},5 j-lr-1etecting the fan cart The fan generates 'noise' wRiGh-Gan c'nse messy looking graphs. C, f 
~ 7-- -. r. '-.
~'(li>\.. 'Several runs of some of the demos were required in order to acquire adequate graphical I'''~~ • 

data. Neither system was any better or worse at dealing with the fan 'noise'. There is ~ ~ 

i\r~JIJCh.~5' .J? 
definitely a need to discuss this with students both before and during the labs.{' . fJ, - ,J t( /l '1 

_-----------.--::.- 'T e, .... ~ t.l/~ S~,J jJw, ( 

---- Students experienced differences in performan t ew York State Regents /~ lo"o, J l-~ Sol? 

~ 

Physics Exam. Both groups e lenced-'a'75% passing ratio. The group rl..Jo'~"'~~erienced 

the ILDs also achiev 12.5% mastery level. The group who did not have the bene I of 

htJ-.-J d iJ ':1+- L-.v .d ~~~';J
'<l 

the ILD had s eral students who were capable of rffastery, yet none of them were able lI"j,.J~ 

~,~d,)achieve it. here were only a few questions on the June 2006 exam which favored the 

lLD stu ents, but they did hetter on them as a group . A constructed response question e, ~ I'd.. .:J 
which ha students draw a graph was answered correctly by 87.5% ofthe lLD stude 

s. ~.11 
Only 75% 0 e non-Il.D students were able to answer the question correct! 7~~ 

le student partic' 

students who did not participate in th .Ds did not have any more than a general r /
Sl~~ 

understanding of how technology is mportant in the physics classroom. One such student ~ 

considered technology of the physics classroom to be limited to a stopwatch, a meter 

stick, and a calculator. 
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Another non-ILD student, I will call Pamela, recognized the importance of 

multiple representations but felt that math was far more important. Pamela stated "A solid 

foundation in math helps with equations and understanding relationships" She also 

appreciated the use of technology, but failed to mention computer models as a technology 

we used. Her answer to a question about importance of technology in the understanding 

concepts in physics was "Yes, elevator, internet , lasers, Frisbee with ringer, scientific 

calculator, scales and spring scales. It helps to reinforce and enhance the lessons ." Pamela 

is a student who is typically more comfortable using equations and numbers to 

understand the relationships in physics. She also stated that she would rather have 

information delivered in a more formal setting. She did not like being given a problem 

and having to investigate it to find a solution. She was disinterested in the activities using 

the probe ware since it lacked the structure she wanted and was not driven by equations. 

Pamela deferred to her classmates in activities involving micro computers and was not an 

active participant 

Another student, who I will call Erica, did participate in the ILDs. Erica is also a 

student who prefers to use equations and math to understand the underlying concepts in 

science. Erica found the use of multiple representations very valuable. She stated "Some 

people learn visually. I like to see and believe". When asked the same question about 

whether technology was important aspect in understanding concepts in physics she 

specifically mentioned the creation of graphs on the computer. Erica was a student who 

was inclined to the 'plug and chug' method. She was initially uncomfortable participating 

in Interactive Lecture Demonstrations since they did not always provide quantitative data. 

However, she did find value in the way they carefully guided her from simple activities 
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she felt she understood, to increasingly complex situa ons. She stated that she made 

connections more easily when provided with goo visual representations and multiple 

models. Erica developed a much greater app ciation of how technology could be used in 

the classroom that Pamela did . 

In both cases the students were iore comfortable with the mathematical aspects 

J-ff) J-e.of science. In Pamela's case, she was ncomfortable with the equipment in an 
vO') 

environment which lacked structure. he never incorporated the technology as an '-\: 
important aspect 

edictions later on, she began to ask 

nsequently, she failed to value the graphical models 

was very comf -table using spreadsheets to create 

as much as the mathematical model . Erica was more readily able to incorporate the 

of the classroom. r~F 

technology into her view of which ~,~y 
17 \eJ

such as electricity and waves, Eri 1/'A 
r .€i.Jc.I 

graphs. When the graphs did not 

»: 
more questions and was driven to try and uncover the conceptual nature. In later units, - I\()..~ 

\ 

Pamela felt that creating graphs on the computer was a waste of time. It merely restated dot<J 

~ 
what students already knew through the equations. Pamela would roduce a graph and 

hand it in regardless of what it tooked like or if it matched her predictions. Anomalies in 
\ 

graphs did not inspire more questions for her. Quite the contrary, Pamela assumed that 

Conclusion 

as some m.•u ..ake.jn the data , rather than a flaw in her understanding. 

My overall impression of the ILDs is . ed. Generally, they were helpful. The C.L..., r": 
D students were able to improve mastery performa e and non-ILD students did not C1 ,.. • Ii»v» c : .. c. 

astery. Since both groups had a 25% Regents exa failure rate, I will further N J 

r'~ s4-'-~
 
J </-~ 
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conclude that students that are already struggling to understand physics on a conceptual 

level will not be helped by the addition of ILDs alone. 

The instructions are user friendly and the software is very well streamlined. I was 

unfamiliar wilb both probe ware and software at the Dulse!, and neitl1er presented:- ~ 
~ant problem. I spent some time practicing the activities before presenting th~m to ~ 

- JNt.~ D
~ents. I also made sure to touch on the discussion points the authors included asde' ~-~~~i.J jJ...eJlIl
 

.r;;-t;J~~
 
important. J7~' r:.{,.,' us:
 

Some data colIection can be tricky and definitely does need to be practiced. ~~ .:
 

first activity "human motion" presents a few interesting problems. The texture of the jd-t -!'" ~ 

fabric the target person is wearing can have an effect on the motion sensors ability to 

de ect. Something very smooth is preferable to something rougher, like a sweater. The 

etector also picked up the oscillation of my legs swinging creating something looking 

ore like a sine wave than the zero slope flat line students predict. Having a brief 

onversation about how swinging legs act like a pair of pendulums helped to explain the 

discrepancy. 
~,...;.., . 

Another problem that I had to overcome was the fact that these activities are J/ , JJ" d 

sometimes difficult to do in a single class period . Our class periods are 40 minutes long. / /?.f ~ 
d. -rr-~ .... ~J-'

This places a severe limit on how much discussion can take place. There were questions 

T~ 5 '? 
with every activity and almost every single demonstration raised new questions. It 

frequently felt that there was not enough time to deal with every question. It was also rare 

that there was time at the end of the demonstrations to develop real closure. 

As the labs progressed, and the activities became increasingly complex, there was 

less time for explanation and discussion. These later labs could be divided into two 
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session activities, to allow students to explore their ideas. ~econceptions are as 

valuable to the learning process as the concepts with which we hope instill in them. 

Students get their ideas from their own personal experiences and as such they have value. fj;i] 
One of the most valuable things that I felt students gained from ILDs was tho ~ '""l 

....z.::-. .~ y () t--. 

I 

( 

integration of their own personal experience and the gradual broadening of th27' p I~ 7 , 
. . . 1);~J 

expenence. At no point were they introduced to more than one or two ne~apparatus. 

Although initially the technology is unfamiliar, the progression of labs carefully builds on 

Ok 
things they begin to find familiar. No single step is a great leap. They learn the 

/~ 

capabilities of the probe ware by examining simple human motion. Once the probe ware 

had become an experience for them they are given an unfamiliar object (the fan cart) to 

explore. Each step allows a gentle progression without taxing students to question the 

devices themselves.~n focus on the relationships being explored without being 

distracted by the newness of the devices being used. This allows students to ex 

various interactions which become complex. Even though I would have liked more time 

to explore some of the more complex scenarios towards the final labs, students never 
< 

complained that the tasks were too difficult. This was a pleasant change for me as my 

understanding of the relationships by the end of each activity. 

Their comfort with the activities and the experience they gained was an important 

N 
factor in their improved performance on the ~al exam. I would recommencklnteractive'

~~-:-::---:--::=~wc.;~ .: u; eJ-.A?' )f1 e-c \JLecture Demonstrations on for ce to,;;;;; high school PhYSiC'1~~uld espcJlaUy 

~ /..JOr ~,\ C[4J.f ~ "" ~ J{ - ~ 4(. e-'fv' J. 
recommend them to tcach with small enroll meR!£; wA'ieh d. ,;,;t bi>ti& 1m 'Ie b",lgol',

A
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